
Variable. Versatile. Secure.

VARIO-L
LEGI gate system



LEGI swinging gate VARIO-L

LEGI gate system VARIO-L

The gate leaves are made of torsionally rigid, rugged 
LEGI fence grating, mesh spacing 50 x 200, and hori-
zontal double reinforcing wires Ø 8 mm and vertical wi-
res Ø 6 mm, with box section tubes 40/20 mm welded to 
the vertical sides of the grating with headplates to recei-
ve the screw dog at one side and the lock at the other.  

Variable - If the fence runs along the perimeter of the plot, the 
gate leaves should ideally open inwards. Opening left or right 
according to DIN is determined by the position of the LEGI gate 
post VP fit R+K (60/40 mm), to which the gate leaf is fastened. 
With the rugged gate post VP fit R+K in 3 mm wall thickness, 
to match the fence system LEGI R, including fence connection.

LEGI clip-on lock K20
with aluminium handle and profile cylinder with 3 keys.

Bolt-on lock case VARIO-L/M, variable in use for  
DIN left/DIN right.

LEGI clip-on lock VARIO-L

LEGI gate VARIO-L

LEGI clip-on lock 
K20.

Gate hinges

LEGI gate post  VP fit R+K, 
pre-drilled to receive the 
screw dog for the gate hinge.

Gate hinges with adjustable screw dog M12 for variable 
installation with opening directions DIN left/right 
inwards 

LEGI gate hinge VARIO-L
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Variable. Versatile. Secure.

LEGI swinging gate VARIO-L  1 wing

LEGI fence system R fit R+K

LEGI gate VARIO-L 1 wing Secure 
with the rugged gate post VP fit R+K in 3 mm wall 
thickness, to match the fence system LEGI R, in-
cluding fence connection.

LEGI grating systems
We supply the matching gratings for all gates. 

For example, the fence system LEGI R can be  
combined with the gate system VARIO.  
Pleas consult your dealer, who can advise you 
competently.

LEGI gate system VARIO-L
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LEGI GmbH
Im Meerfeld 83 - 89
47445 Moers

E-Mail: post@legi.de
Tel.: 0 28 41 / 7 89-0
Fax: 0 28 41 / 7 89-10 www.legi.de

DEKRA-certified quality

The production is certified  
in accordance with  
DIN ISO 9001:2008

Standard colours (SF)

SF I SF II SF III

RAL 6005
Moss green

RAL 9010
Pure white

RAL 5010
Gentian blue

RAL 6009 
Fir green

RAL 7023
Concrete grey

RAL 8014
Sepia brown

RAL 7016
Anthracite

RAL 9005
Black

RAL 3000
Fire red

RAL 7030
Stone grey

We supply more RAL 
colours upon request.

Possible gate heightsCorrosion Protection (LKS)

LKS I hot-dip galvanised  DIN EN ISO 1461

LKS IV hot-dip galvanised DIN EN ISO 1461 and  powder coated

Possible gate widths

Per wing: 1,000 mm - 2,000 mm in steps of 250 mm

1 or 2 wings per gate possible. 

Special sizes on request

1,000 mm

2,400 mm

1,200 mm

1,400 mm

1,600 mm

1,800 mm

2,000 mm

2,200 mm

800 mm

600 mm

The specialist LEGI dealer in your area


